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Abstract
We have computed branching ratios of two-body nonleptonic Bc → XccM decays, where Xcc is the radially
excited charmonium ηc(2S) or ψ(2S) meson, and M is a pseudoscalar (P ) or a vector (V ) or an axial-vector
(A(3P1)) meson. We have assumed factorization hypothesis and calculated the form factors in the ISGW2
quark model. Some of these decays have branching ratios of the order of 10−3 − 10−4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The heavy Bc meson offers the possibility of studying the two heavy flavors b and c in a meson simultaneously.
It can only decay through weak interactions and provides a good scenario to study nonleptonic weak decays of
heavy mesons. For Bc processes, the contribution of the c-quark decays with the b-quark being as a spectator is
≈ 70% while the b-quark decays with the c-quark being as a spectator and the weak annihilation decays contribute
approximately with 20% and 10%, respectively [1, 2].
The nonleptonic Bc weak decays have been widely studied using different approaches (see the classified bibliography
in Ref. [3]). The majority of these studies have considered l = 0 and l = 1 mesons without radial excitation in
final states. In relation to excited charmonium states in Bc decays, some works present a systematic analysis on
production of orbitally excited charmonium mesons in exclusive nonleptonic and semileptonic Bc decays using
different frameworks (see e.g. Refs. [4–9]). However, nonleptonic Bc decays with radially excited charmonium mesons
in final state have received less attention in the literature.
At theoretical level, the observation of a number of new charmoniumlike states above the open charm production
threshold [10, 11] has motivated some works on production of excited charmonium states in heavy meson decays. For
example, recently, in Ref. [12] was studied the production of radially and orbitally excited 2P and 3S charmonium
states in semileptonic and nonleptonic Bc decays in the framework of the relativistic quark model; in Ref. [13]
was computed branching ratios for semileptonic Bc → Xcclν decays, where Xcc is a radially and orbitally excited
charmonium meson 2S, 3S, 4S, 1P , 2P , 1D, 2D, 3D in the light-cone QCD sum rules approach; and in Ref. [14]
was studied the production of excited charmonium states in nonleptonic Bs decays using generalized factorization
together with SU(3)F symmetry. On the other hand, at experimental level, the high luminosity of the LHC provides
the possibility of measuring many decays of the Bc meson [1, 2, 15]. In particular, some of these Bc channels into
charmonium states can be measured at the LHCb experiment where it is expected O(109) B+c mesons with a cross
section of 1 µb and a luminosity of 1 fb−1 [16].
This article is focused on production of radially excited charmonium 2S mesons in two-body nonleptonic weak Bc
processes, which arise from the b-quark decay with the c-quark being as a spectator. These decays are produced by
the b → cqiqj transition, where qi = u, c and qj = d, s. We have omitted the annihilation contribution because it is
expected to be suppressed, and assumed naive factorization, which works reasonably well in two-body nonleptonic
Bc decays where the quark-gluon sea is suppressed in the heavy quarkonium [17].
We have obtained branching ratios of two-body nonleptonic Bc → Xcc(2S)M decays, where Xcc(2S) is the
radially excited charmonium ηc(2S) = η
′
c or ψ(2S) = ψ
′
meson, and M denotes a pseudoscalar (P ) or a vector
(V ) or an axial-vector A(3P1) meson, using the ISGW2 quark model [18] for evaluating the Bc → η′c and the
Bc → ψ′ transitions. We have compared our results with previous theoretical predictions obtained in other
frameworks based on the relativistic quark model, which works with the quasipotential approach in quantum field
theory [19], on the QCD relativistic potential model [20], on the relativistic constituent quark model based on
the Bethe-Salpeter formalism [21], and on the instantaneous nonrelativistic approximation quark model [22]. For
completeness, we have obtained branching ratios for semileptonic Bc → η′c(ψ
′
)lν decays and compared with other
results obtained in the frameworks mentioned above and in the light-cone QCD sum rules [13] and QCD sum rules [23].
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the weak effective Hamiltonian and give the form factors
for the Bc → η′c and Bc → ψ
′
transitions. Numerical results for branching ratios of nonleptonic and semileptonic Bc
decays are presented in section III, and conclusions are given in section IV.
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2. HAMILTONIAN AND FORM FACTORS
In this work, we consider only the contribution of current-current operators at tree-level, i.e., we do not include
penguin diagrams1. The weak effective Hamiltonian for the nonleptonic Bc → Xcc(2S)M decays, where Xcc(2S)
denotes a radially excited meson η
′
c(2
1S0) or ψ
′
(2 3S1), and M is a pseudoscalar (P ) or a vector (V ) or an axial-
vector (A) meson, neglecting QCD penguin operators, is given by
Heff = GF√
2
{VcbV ∗ud[c1(µ)(cb)(du) + c2(µ)(db)(cu)]
+ VcbV
∗
cs[c1(µ)(cb)(sc) + c2(µ)(sb)(cc)]
+ VcbV
∗
us[c1(µ)(cb)(su) + c2(µ)(sb)(cu)]
+ VcbV
∗
cd[c1(µ)(cb)(dc) + c2(µ)(db)(cc)]}+ h.c., (1)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Vij are CKM factors, (qαqβ) is a short notation for the V − A current
qαγ
µ(1 − γ5)qβ , and c1,2 are the Wilson coefficients.
The amplitude of the Bc → Xcc(2S)M decay is given by
A(Bc → Xcc(2S)M) = 〈Xcc(2S)M |Heff |Bc〉 = GF√
2
∑
i
λici(µ) 〈O〉i , (2)
where λi is the CKM factor and 〈O〉i is the matrix element of the local four-quark operators. In the framework of
naive factorization, it is assumed that this element can be approximated by the product of two matrix elements of
single currents:
〈Xcc(2S)M |O|Bc〉i ≈ 〈M |Jµ|0〉〈Xcc(2S)|Jµ|Bc〉+ (Xcc(2S)↔M),
where Jµ is the weak current. In this way, the hadronic matrix element of a four-quark operator can be expressed as
the product of a decay constant and form factors [25, 26].
This approach presents a difficulty because the Wilson coefficients, which include the short-distance QCD effects
between µ = mW and µ = mb, are µ scale and renormalization scheme dependent while 〈O〉i are µ scale and renor-
malization scheme independent. Therefore, the physical amplitude depends on the µ scale. The naive factorization
disentangles the long-distance effects from the short-distance sector assuming that the matrix element 〈O〉i, at µ
scale, contain nonfactorizable contributions in order to cancel the µ dependence and the scheme dependence of ci(µ),
i.e., this approximation neglects possible QCD interactions between the meson M and the BcXcc system [25, 26]. In
general, it works in some two-body nonleptonic decays of heavy mesons in the limit of a large number of colours.
It is expected that the factorization scheme works reasonably well in two-body nonleptonic Bc decays with radially
excited charmonium mesons in the final state where the quark-gluon sea is supressed in the heavy quarkonium [17]2.
The Wilson coefficients are related with the QCD coefficients by means of the expression
a1,2(µ) = c1,2(µ) +
1
Nc
c2,1(µ).
1 It is expected that the contribution to the decay width of two-body nonleptonic Bc decays from the tree diagram is much larger than
the one obtained from the penguin diagrams [24].
2 Corrections to factorization in the exclusive B → J/ψ + h channel, where h is a light meson, have been studied in Refs. [27]. The
Bc → Xcc(2S)M decays could be an additional scenario in order to study this type of corrections.
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In this work, we have assumed large Nc limit to fix the QCD coefficients a1 ≈ c1 and a2 ≈ c2 at µ ≈ m2b (there are
some works that have assumed this limit such as [20], [22] and [28]).
We have calculated in the ISGW2 model [18] the form factors of the hadronic matrix elements 〈η′c|Jµ|Bc〉 and
〈ψ′ |Jµ|Bc〉. As is well known, this quark model, which is an improved version of the nonrelativistic ISGW model
[29], includes constraints imposed by heavy quark symmetry, relativistic corrections to the matrix elements of
the axial vector current and the effective interquark potential, and more realistic polynomial form factors. It is
expected that a nonrelativistic treatment of the Bc meson decays with radially excited charmonium mesons pro-
vides reliable information [6, 22, 30] because both are heavy quarkonia and these decays arise from the b→ c transition.
The parametrization of the Bc → η′c and Bc → ψ
′
transitions are given by [29]
〈η′c|Jµ|Bc〉 = f
′
+ (pBc + pη′
c
)µ + f
′
− (pBc − pη′
c
)µ, (3)
〈ψ′ |Jµ|Bc〉 = ig
′
εµνρσǫ
∗ν(pBc + pψ′ )
ρ(pBc − pψ′ )σ − f
′
ǫ∗µ
− (ǫ∗.pBc)[a
′
+(pBc + pψ′ )µ + a
′
−(pBc − pψ′ )µ], (4)
where pBc , pη′
c
and pψ′ are the 4-momentum of the Bc, η
′
c and ψ
′
mesons, respectively, ǫ∗µ is the polarization of the
ψ
′
meson, f
′
+, f
′
−, f
′
, g
′
, a
′
+ and a
′
− are form factors.
2.1. Form factors for the Bc → η
′
c transition
The form factors f
′
+ and f
′
− for the Bc → η
′
c transition are given in the ISGW2 model [18] by
f
′
+ + f
′
− = −
1
6
√
3
2
β2Bc
β2
Bcη
′
c
(
1 +
mc
mb
)[
7− β
2
Bc
(5 + τ)
β2
Bcη
′
c
]
F
(f
′
+ + f
′
−
)
3 , (5)
f
′
+ − f
′
− =
√
3
2
m˜Bc
mc
{(
β2Bc − β2η′
c
2β2
Bcη
′
c
+
τβ2Bc
3β2
Bcη
′
c
)
+
mc
6m˜η′
c
β2Bc
β2
Bcη
′
c
(
1 +
mc
mb
)[
7− β
2
Bc
(5 + τ)
β2
Bcη
′
c
]}
F
(f
′
+ − f
′
−
)
3 , (6)
where
F
(f
′
+ ± f
′
−
)
3 =
(
mBc
m˜Bc
)∓ 12 (mη′
c
m˜η′
c
)± 12 ( m˜η′
c
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
βBcβη′
c
β2
Bcη
′
c
) 3
2 [
1 +
r2(tm − t)
24
]−4
, (7)
β2
Bcη
′
c
=
1
2
(β2Bc + β
2
η
′
c
), (8)
τ =
m2cβ
2
η
′
c
(w − 1)
β2Bcβ
2
Bcη
′
c
, (9)
4
with
r2 =
3
4mbmc
+
3m2c
2mBcmη′
c
β2
Bcη
′
c
+
16
27mBcmη′
c
ln
[
αs(µQM )
αs(mc)
]
, (10)
w = 1 +
tm − t
2mBcmη′
c
. (11)
The values of the β parameter, which is the relativistic correction to the hyperfine-corrected wave function in
the ISGW2 model, are given in [18]. t = (pBc − pη′
c
)2 ≡ q2 is the momentum transfer, tm = (mBc − mη′
c
)2 is the
maximum momentum transfer, mX is the hyperfine-averaged physical mass of the X meson, m˜X is the sum of the
masses of constituent quarks of the X meson , µQM ≈ 1 GeV is a quark model scale. The momentum transfer q2 is
constant for the two-body nonleptonic Bc → η′cM decay: q2 = m2M . In Table I, we show the values of f
′
+ and f
′
− at
momentum transfer q2 = 0, tm in the ISGW2 model. Also, in Fig. 1 we plot these form factors in the kinematical
range 0 ≤ q2 ≤ (mBc −mη′
c
)2.
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FIG. 1: Form factors for the Bc → η
′
c transition: (a) f
′
−(q
2), (b) f ′+(q
2).
2.2. Form factors for the Bc → ψ
′
transition
The form factors f
′
, g
′
and a
′
± are given in the ISGW2 model [18] by:
f
′
= (0.899)
√
3
2
m˜Bc(1 + w)
[
β2Bc − β2ψ′
2β2
Bcψ
′
+
τβ2Bc
3β2
Bcψ
′
]
F
(f
′
)
3 , (12)
g
′
=
1
2
√
3
2
[(
1
mc
− mcβ
2
Bc
2µ−m˜ψ′β
2
Bcψ
′
)(
β2Bc − β2ψ′
2β2
Bcψ
′
+
τβ2Bc
3β2
Bcψ
′
)
+
mcβ
2
Bc
β2
ψ
′
3µ−m˜ψ′β
4
Bcψ
′
]
F
(g
′
)
3 , (13)
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a
′
+ + a
′
− = −
√
2
3
β2Bc
mcmbβ2Bcψ′
{
7m2cβ
4
ψ
′ (1 + τ7 )
8m˜Bcβ
4
Bcψ
′
−
5mcβ
2
ψ
′ (1 + τ5 )
4β2
Bcψ
′
−
3m2cβ
4
ψ
′
8m˜Bcβ
2
Bc
β2
Bcψ
′
+
3mcβ
2
ψ
′
4β2Bc
}
F
(a
′
+ + a
′
−
)
3 , (14)
a
′
+ − a
′
− =
√
2
3
3m˜Bc
2mbm˜ψ′
{
1− β
2
Bc
(1 + τ7 )
β2
Bcψ
′
−
mcβ
2
ψ
′
2m˜Bcβ
2
Bcψ
′
(
1− 5β
2
Bc
(1 + τ5 )
3β2
Bcψ
′
)
−
7m2cβ
2
Bc
β2
ψ
′
12mcm˜Bcβ
4
Bcψ
′
(
1−
β2
ψ
′
β2
Bcψ
′
+
τβ2Bc
7β2
Bcψ
′
)}
F
(a
′
+ − a
′
−
)
3 , (15)
where
F
(f
′
)
3 =
(
mBc
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
mψ′
m˜ψ′
) 1
2 ( m˜ψ′
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
βBcβψ′
β2
Bcψ
′
) 3
2 [
1 +
r2(tm − t)
24
]−4
, (16)
F
(g
′
)
3 =
(
mBc
m˜Bc
)− 12 (mψ′
m˜ψ′
)− 12 ( m˜ψ′
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
βBcβψ′
β2
Bcψ
′
) 3
2 [
1 +
r2(tm − t)
24
]−4
, (17)
F
(a
′
+ + a
′
−
)
3 =
(
mBc
m˜Bc
)− 32 (mψ′
m˜ψ′
) 1
2 ( m˜ψ′
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
βBcβψ′
β2
Bcψ
′
) 3
2 [
1 +
r2(tm − t)
24
]−4
, (18)
F
(a
′
+ − a
′
−
)
3 =
(
mBc
m˜Bc
)− 12 (mψ′
m˜ψ′
)− 12 ( m˜ψ′
m˜Bc
) 1
2
(
βBcβψ′
β2
Bcψ
′
) 3
2 [
1 +
r2(tm − t)
24
]−4
, (19)
µ± =
(
1
mc
± 1
mb
)−1
. (20)
β2, τ , r2 and w are given by Eqs. (8), (9), (10) and (11), respectively, substituting η
′
c by ψ
′
. The factor 0.899 in
f
′
is a relativistic correction to the matrix elements of the axial vector current in the ISGW2 model [18].
In Table I, we show the values of f
′
, g
′
and a
′
± at momentum transfer q
2 = 0, tm, evaluated in the ISGW2 model.
Moreover, in Fig. 2 we display these form factors in the kinematical region 0 ≤ q2 ≤ (mBc −mψ′ )2.
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FIG. 2: Form factors for the Bc → ψ
′ transition: (a) a′−(q
2), (b) a′+(q
2), (c) f ′(q2), (d) g′(q2).
Table I. Form factors for the Bc → η
′
c and Bc → ψ
′ transitions at q2 = 0, tm in the ISGW2 model.
f
′
+(q
2) f
′
−(q
2) f
′
(q2) g
′
(q2) a
′
+(q
2) a
′
−(q
2)
q2 = 0 0.325 -0.503 3.457 0.073 -0.015 0.059
q2 = tm 0.211 -0.601 3.552 0.087 -0.017 0.079
3. NUMERICAL VALUES AND DISCUSSION
In order to obtain branching ratios of nonleptonic and semileptonic Bc decays with radially excited charmonium
mesons in the final state, we take the meson masses from the PDG [31] and the following numerical values:
• For CKM factors [31]: |Vcb| = 40.6× 10−3, |Vud| = 0.97425, |Vcs| = 1.023, |Vus| = 0.2252, |Vcd| = 0.230.
• For quark masses (in GeV) [18]: mb = 5.2, mc = 1.82, ms = 0.55, mu = md = 0.33.
• For QCD coefficients: a1 = 1.14, a2 = −0.2 (see for example Refs. [5, 6, 20, 22, 23, 28]).
• For decay constants (in GeV): fpi− = 0.131 [32], fK− = 0.160 [32], fD− = 0.227 [5], fD−s = 0.259 [33],
7
fρ− = 0.216 [34], fK∗− = 0.210 [32], fD∗− = 0.249 [5], fD∗−s = 0.266 [5], fa−1
= 0.238 [34], fK1(1270) = −0.170
[34], fK1(1400) = −0.139 [34], fη′c = 0.270 [14], fψ′ = 0.304 [13].
• β parameters (in GeV) from the ISGW2 model [18]: βBc = 0.92, βη′
c
= 0.88, βψ′ = 0.62, βD = 0.45, βDs = 0.56,
βD∗ = 0.38, βD∗
s
= 0.44.
• τBc = 0.453× 10−12 s [31].
Expressions for decay widths of two-body nonleptonic Bc → Xcc(2S)M , where Xcc(2S) = η′c(2 1S0), ψ
′
(2 3S1)
and M = P, V, A(3P1) are well known in the literature (see for example the overview given in Ref. [35]).
In Table II, we show our results for the branching ratios of two-body nonleptonic Bc → η′cP, η
′
cV, η
′
cA(
3P1)
decays and compare with predictions of other approaches based on relativistic quark models [19–21], and on the
instantaneous nonrelativistic approximation quark model [22]. We have obtained numerical values of branching ratios
from these references taking a1 = 1.12 y a2 = −0.2. In general, we can see that branching ratios have close values
in all models. Our results agree with predictions of Ref. [22], except for B−c → η
′
cD
−(D−s ) decays. In this case, our
numerical values are smaller than ones obtained in [22]. On the other hand, results obtained in Ref. [20] are smallest
for all channels. For the branching ratio of the B−c → η
′
cD
∗− mode there is a remarkable difference between our
numerical value and the one obtained in [20].
We can see, in Table II, that the CKM favored B−c → η
′
cπ
−, η
′
cρ
−, η
′
ca
−
1 , η
′
cD
∗−
s modes have branching ratios of the
order of ≈ 10−4. These branching ratios could be measured in the future at the LHCb experiment. We also obtain
that
Br(Bc → η′cV (qiqj))
Br(Bc → η′cP (qiqj))
& (1.4 − 4.8). (21)
Let us note that in Refs. [20] and [22] this quotient gives < 1 when V = D∗−, D∗−s and P = D
−, D−s , respectively.
Therefore, this ratio could offer a test for these quark models.
The B−c → η
′
cD
(∗)−
(s) decays have two contributions: with W -external emission (proportional to QCD coefficient a1)
and with W -internal emission (proportional to QCD coefficient a2, which is negative). For the second contribution we
need to evaluate the Bc → D(Ds) and Bc → D∗(D∗s) transitions. We obtained the form factors for these transitions
in the ISGW2 model. It is important to note that the interference term in B−c → η
′
cD
∗− and B−c → η
′
cD
∗−
s modes
is positive because a2 and the form factor A0(t = m
2
η
′
c
) (this form factor appears in the parametrization of Bc → V
transition in Ref. [36]) are negative. So, the behavior of the interference term in Bc → η′cD(Ds) and Bc → η
′
cD
∗(D∗s )
decays is different: in Bc → η′cD(Ds) decays the dominant contribution comes from the W -external emission term
while in Bc → η′cD∗(D∗s) channels, the contributions that arise from the W -external emission and the interference
term are of the same order.
For the Bc → η′cA(3P1) modes, where A(3P1) is an axial-vector meson we found that the branching ratio of the
CKM favored B−c → ηc′a−1 decay is of the order of 10−4 and is smaller that Br(Bc → η
′
cρ
−). In fact,
Br(Bc → η′cρ−)
Br(Bc → η′ca−1 )
≈ 1.12. (22)
On the other hand, when we consider the strange K1(1270) and K1(1400) mesons, which are a mixture of K1A and
K1B mesons, it is obtained
Br(Bc → η′cK−1 (1270))
Br(Bc → η′cK−1 (1400))
≈ 1.73. (23)
8
This quotient can be an additional test for the K1A −K1B mixing angle.
Table II. Branching ratios of the Bc → η
′
cM decays, where M = P, V, A(
3P1).
Decay This work [19] [20] [21] [22]
B−c → η
′
cpi
− 2.4× 10−4 1.7× 10−4 6.6 × 10−5 2.2× 10−4 2.4× 10−4
B−c → η
′
cK
− 1.8× 10−5 1.25 × 10−5 4.9 × 10−6 1.6× 10−5 1.8× 10−5
B−c → η
′
cD
− 5.7× 10−6 2.2 × 10−6 2× 10−5
B−c → η
′
cD
−
s 6.7× 10
−5 7.85 × 10−5 8.7× 10−4
B−c → η
′
cρ
− 5.5× 10−4 3.6× 10−4 1.4 × 10−4 5.25 × 10−4 5.5× 10−4
B−c → η
′
cK
∗− 2.6× 10−5 1.9× 10−5 7.15 × 10−6 2.5× 10−5 2.8× 10−5
B−c → η
′
cD
∗− 2.1× 10−5 7.8 × 10−8 1.1× 10−5
B−c → η
′
cD
∗−
s 4.5× 10
−4 2× 10−5 4.4× 10−4
B−c → η
′
ca
−
1 4.9× 10
−4 1.3 × 10−4
B−c → η
′
cK
−
1 (1270) 1.3× 10
−5
B−c → η
′
cK
−
1 (1400) 7.5× 10
−6
In Table III, we present our predictions for the branching ratios of Bc → ψ′P, ψ′V , ψ′A(3P1) decays and compare
our results with those obtained in other approaches based on relativistic [19–21], and nonrelativistic quark models
[22]3. We have obtained numerical values of the branching ratios from these references taking a1 = 1.12 y a2 = −0.2.
Our predictions are the biggest. They are bigger than those obtained in Ref. [20] and in Ref. [22] approximately by
a factor of (1.93− 12.11) and of (1.18− 2.28), respectively.
We see, in Table III, that the CKM favored Bc → ψ′ρ, ψ′D∗s and Bc → ψ
′
a1 modes, which are decays of the type
Bc → V (2S)V (1S) and Bc → V (2S)A(1S), respectively, have branching ratios of the order of 10−3. The other CKM
3 Ref. [37] summarizes some of these theoretical predictions.
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favored Bc → ψ′π, ψ′(Ds) processes, which are Bc → V (2S)P (1S) channels, have branching ratios of the order of
10−4. In general, we obtain
Br(Bc → ψ′V (qiqj))
Br(Bc → ψ′P (qiqj))
& 2. (24)
For Bc → ψ′A(3P1) decays, where A(3P1) denotes an axial-vector meson, we obtain that the branching ratio of the
B−c → ψ
′
a−1 channel is the biggest. A similar result it is obtained in Ref. [20]. In fact,
Br(Bc → ψ′ρ−)
Br(Bc → ψ′a−1 )
≈ 0.74. (25)
In this case, this quotient is < 1 while the same ratio changing ψ
′
by η
′
c is > 1 (see Eq. (22)). On the other hand,
when the axial-vector meson is a strange meson, we obtain
Br(Bc → ψ′K−1 (1270))
Br(Bc → ψ′K−1 (1400))
≈ 1.5. (26)
This ratio provides an additional test for the K1A −K1B mixing angle.
The Bc → ψ′D(∗)(s) decays also have two contributions: one with W -external emission and proportional to QCD
coefficient a1 and another with W -internal emission and proportional to QCD coefficient a2. For obtaining the
branching ratios of these processes we need to evaluate the form factors for the Bc → D(Ds) and the Bc → D∗(D∗s )
transitions. We computed these form factors in the ISGW2 model. We obtain that in all cases the interference is
destructive and it is smaller in the Bc → ψ′D(Ds) decays. We remark that Kiselev [23] found a similar effect in the
interference of two-body nonleptonic Bc → Xcc(1S)D(∗)(s) decays, where Xcc(1S) is the ηc or the J/ψ meson, i.e., a
charmonium meson without radial excitation. In Table IX of the first paper of Ref. [23] it is showed the value of the
interference term in these decays.
From Tables II and III, we obtain that Br(Bc → ψ′M) > Br(Bc → η′cM). Specifically, it is found that
Br(Bc → ψ′P )
Br(Bc → η′cP )
≈ (1.6 − 6.3), Br(Bc → ψ
′
V )
Br(Bc → η′cV )
≈ (2 − 3), Br(Bc → ψ
′
A)
Br(Bc → η′cA)
≈ (3 − 3.6).
This ratio is bigger for those decays that have two contributions. On the other hand, for Bc → P (2S)V (1S) and
Bc → V (2S)P (1S) decays we obtain
Br(Bc → η′cV (qiqj))
Br(Bc → ψ′P (qiqj))
≈ 0.8,
except for V = ρ− and P = π−. In this case, the ratio is 1.44.
The most important sources of uncertainties for the branching ratios of the Bc → η′cM decays come from the βBc ,
βη′
c
, and βM (with M = D
(∗)
(s)) parameters, which are a relativistic correction to the wave function in the ISGW2
model, the QCD coefficient a2 (when M = D
(∗)
(s)) and the decay constants fηc′ , fDs , fK1(1270) and fK1(1400). The
dominant source of error come from the βBc and βη′
c
parameters, and the decay constant fη′
c
= (270 ± 62) MeV
[14]. Moreover, the Bc → η′cM decays, with M = Ds, K1(1270), K1(1400), are very sensitive to the decay constants
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Table III. Branching ratios of the Bc → ψ
′
M decays, where M = P, V, A(3P1).
Decay This work [19] [20] [21] [22]
B−c → ψ
′
pi− 3.7× 10−4 1.1× 10−4 2× 10−4 6.3× 10−5 2.2× 10−4
B−c → ψ
′
K− 2.9× 10−5 8× 10−6 8.9× 10−6 4.45× 10−6 1.6× 10−5
B−c → ψ
′
D− 2.4× 10−5 7.3× 10−6 1.1× 10−5
B−c → ψ
′
D−s 5.25× 10
−4 1.2× 10−4 4.4× 10−4
B−c → ψ
′
ρ− 1.1× 10−3 1.8× 10−4 4.8× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 6.3× 10−4
B−c → ψ
′
K∗− 5.7× 10−5 9.8× 10−6 2.7× 10−5 8.1× 10−6 3.4× 10−5
B−c → ψ
′
D∗− 6.3× 10−5 5.2× 10−6
B−c → ψ
′
D∗−s 1.2× 10
−3 1.7× 10−4
B−c → ψ
′
a−1 1.5× 10
−3 5.8× 10−4
B−c → ψ
′
K−1 (1270) 4× 10
−5
B−c → ψ
′
K−1 (1400) 2.7× 10
−5
fDs = 259 [33] (241 [38]) MeV, |fK1(1270)| = 169.5 +18.8−21.2 MeV, |fK1(1400)| = 139.2 +41.3−45.6 MeV [34], respectively. On
the other hand, a variation of the βBc and βηc′ parameters generates a greater increase in Br(Bc → η
′
cD
(∗)
(s)) than
in Br(Bc → η′cM) when M is a charmless meson. In order to illustrate, we display in Table IV the variation of
Br(B−c → ηc′D−s ) in function of these input parameters.
For the Bc → ψ′M modes, the most important sources of uncertainties come from the βBc , βψ′ , and βM (with
M = D
(∗)
(s)) parameters, the relativistic correction to the form factor f
′
(which arises from corrections to the matrix
elements of the axial vector current in the ISGW2 model) and the decay constants fDs , fK1(1270) and fK1(1400).
The dominant source of error comes from the relativistic correction to f
′
and the decay constants fDs , fK1(1270)
and fK1(1400). For illustrating, we show in Table V the variation of Br(B
−
c → ψ′D−s ) in function of these input
parameters. The βBc parameter gives a bigger variation in Br(Bc → η
′
cM) than in Br(Bc → ψ
′
M). In the same way,
the QCD parameter a2 and the βD(∗)
(s)
generate smaller variations in Br(Bc → ψ′D(∗)(s)) than in Br(Bc → η
′
cD
(∗)
(s)).
For completeness, we have computed the branching ratios for the semileptonic Bc → η′c(ψ
′
)eνe
4 and Bc → η′c(ψ
′
)τντ
decays. In Table VI, we show our results and compare with predictions in other approaches based on QCD sum rules
4 Decay widths of the Bc → η
′
c(ψ
′
)eνe processes were calculated in Ref. [18]. So, in this case we obtained simply these numerical values
using updated inputs.
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Table IV. Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) in units of 10
−5 in function of some input parameters.
βBc (GeV) 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 1.2 2.58 4.43 6.72 9.41 12.4 15.8
β
η
′
c
(GeV) 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.94
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 18.3 13.8 10 6.72 4.08 2.09 0.76
βDs (GeV) 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 8.19 7.67 7.18 6.72 6.29 5.88 5.50
a2 −0.17 −0.18 −0.19 −0.20 −0.21 −0.22 −0.23
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 8.65 7.98 7.34 6.72 6.13 5.57 5.04
f
η
′
c
(GeV) 0.208 0.270 0.332
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 9.77 6.72 4.24
fDs (GeV) 0.241 0.259
Br(Bc → η
′
cDs) 5.07 6.72
[13, 23], relativistic [19–21] and nonrelativistic [22] quark models. In general, predictions for Br(B−c → η
′
ce
−νe) are
of the order of 10−4 in the different approaches except in the framework of the light-cone QCD sum rules approach
[13], where it is obtained the biggest value. For the B−c → η
′
cτ
−ντ decay, our result is the smallest but close to
numerical value of Ref. [23]. The prediction obtained in Ref. [13] is the biggest. It is six times our numerical value.
On the other hand, our prediction for the branching ratio of the B−c → ψ
′
e−νe decay is the biggest. It is of the
order of 10−3. A similar result is obtained in Refs. [20, 22, 23]. For B−c → ψ
′
τ−ντ channel, we compute the branching
ratio using the expression for dΓ(Bc → V τν)/dq2 displayed in Ref. [39]. Our prediction for the branching of this
process is ∼ two times the numerical value of Ref. [23]. We obtained for the three kinds of the Bc → ψ′τντ decays
that the longitudinal (ΓL) and transverse (ΓT ) contributions are
ΓL = 6.6× 10−5,
ΓT = 8.2× 10−5, (27)
i.e., ΓL is comparable with ΓT . For this process, the ratio ΓL/ΓT is 0.8. A similar result was presented in Ref.
[39] for the Bc → J/ψτντ mode.
Finally, from our numerical values showed in Table VI, we get the following ratios:
Br(B−c → η
′
ce
−νe)
Br(B−c → η′cτ−ντ )
= 35.4 and
Br(B−c → ψ
′
e−νe)
Br(B−c → ψ′τ−ντ )
= 14.
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Table V. Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) in units of 10
−4 in function of some input parameters.
βBc (GeV) 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 4.9 5.03 5.14 5.25 5.34 5.41 5.48
β
ψ
′ (GeV) 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.68
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 5.51 5.46 5.37 5.25 5.1 4.9 4.7
βDs (GeV) 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 5.21 5.22 5.24 5.25 5.26 5.27 5.28
f
′
rel
0.810 0.855 0.881 0.899 0.907 0.943 0.988
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 4.24 4.73 5.03 5.25 5.34 5.79 6.37
a2 −0.17 −0.18 −0.19 −0.20 −0.21 −0.22 −0.23
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 5.21 5.22 5.23 5.25 5.26 5.27 5.29
fDs (GeV) 0.241 0.259
Br(Bc → ψ
′
Ds) 4.56 5.25
The first quotient is too big. In Refs. [13] and [23] it is obtained 13.5 and 12.5, respectively, while predictions of Ref.
[23] give 11.75 for the second ratio. We also compute the following quotients:
Br(B−c → ψ
′
e−νe)
Br(B−c → η′ce−νe)
= 4.6 and
Br(B−c → ψ
′
τ−ντ )
Br(B−c → η′cτ−ντ )
= 11.5.
Results of Ref. [23] give 4.7 and 5, respectively, for these ratios. Our prediction for the second quotient is ≈ two
times the numerical value obtained from the Ref. [23].
Table VI. Branching ratios of the semileptonic Bc → η
′
c(ψ
′
)lν decays.
Decay This work [13] [23] [19] [20] [21] [22]
B−c → η
′
ce
−νe 4.6× 10−4 1.1× 10−3 2× 10−4 3.2× 10−4 2.1× 10−4 4.2× 10−4 5× 10−4
B−c → η
′
cτ
−ντ 1.3× 10−5 8.1× 10−5 1.6× 10−5
B−c → ψ
′
e−νe 2.1× 10−3 9.4× 10−4 3× 10−4 1.2× 10−3 1.3× 10−4 1× 10−3
B−c → ψ
′
τ−ντ 1.5× 10−4 8× 10−5
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied in a systematic way the production of radially excited charmonium mesons in two-body
nonleptonic Bc decays assuming factorization approach and using the ISGW2 quark model [18], which is an improved
version of the nonrelativistic ISGW model [29]. We obtained branching ratios for Bc → Xcc(2S)M decays, where
Xcc(2S) is the η
′
c or ψ
′ meson, and M is a pseudoscalar (P ) or a vector (V ) or an axial-vector (A(3P1)) meson. We
compared our predictions with previous results obtained in other approaches and gave some ratios that could be an
additional test for the different frameworks used for calculating these branching ratios. We found that some of these
decays have branching ratios of the order of 10−3 − 10−4, which indicates that they could be measured in the future
at LHCb experiment. For completeness we computed branching ratios of semileptonic Bc → ηc′(ψ′)lν decays and
compared with results obtained in other scenarios.
Br(Bc → ψ′M) is very sensitive to the relativistic correction to the form factor f ′ while Br(Bc → η′cM) to the
βBc and βη′
c
parameters (which are also relativistic corrections). Although the ISGW2 model includes relativistic
corrections to the matrix elements of the axial vector current and the wave functions through the effective interquark
potential, the branching ratios obtained in this model are much larger than theoretical predictions in relativistic quark
models [19–21]. This could indicate that the relativistic effects on these Bc decays are not negligible. Therefore, the
comparison of the two-body nonleptonic Bc decays with radially excited charmonium mesons in the final states among
different theoretical model predictions may also help in understanding the relativistic effects on the exclusive Bc decays.
Our main results are:
• For Bc → η′cM decays, the branching ratios of the CKM favored B−c → η′cπ−(ρ−), η′ca−1 , η′cD∗s modes are of
the order of 10−4. We find that the behavior of the interference term in B−c → η′cD(Ds) and Bc → η′cD∗(D∗s )
decays is different. In the first case, it is negative while in the second case it is positive because the form factor
A2(t = m
2
η′
c
) and the QCD coefficient a2 are negative.
• For Bc → ψ′M decays, our predictions are the biggest. The branching ratios of the CKM favored Bc →
ψ
′
ρ−, ψ
′
a−1 , ψ
′
D∗−s channels are of the order of 10
−3. The branching ratio of the exclusive Bc → ψ′a−1 decay
is the biggest.
• For the semileptonic B−c → ψ
′
τντ we obtain that the longitudinal (ΓL) and transverse (ΓT ) contributions are
8.2× 10−5 and 6.6× 10−5, respectively. So, the ratio ΓT /ΓL is 0.8.
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